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ABSTRACT: With the help of present study views of Student Teachers and Principal and Teacher Educators of Secondary Teacher Education related to privatization of Secondary Teacher Education will be known. With the help of the study the views of Student Teachers, Principals and Teacher Educators of Secondary Teacher Education related to privatization of Teacher Education with respect to Educational, Physical (infrastructure) Facilities, Administrative, Financial, Emotional and Social can be known. In the present study the researcher had tried to study such as Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education for the Student Teachers, Principals and Teacher Educators in the Gujarati language. The present study basically tries to examine the privatization of second my teacher education according to student-teachers, parents, teacher educators and principal of secondary education college affiliated to the SPU of Gujarat state and suggest effective framework in this regards.
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Introduction:
This research, views of Student Teachers of the Secondary Teacher Education towards the Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education. As well as views of Parents of Student Teachers of the Secondary Teacher Education towards the Privatization of Teacher Education according to their Residential Area (Urban and Rural), Occupation (Government and Non-Government) can be identified. As well as the most ideal management for providing better quality Secondary Teacher Education according to Student-Teachers and their Parents can be identified. Views of Principal of the Secondary Teacher Education towards the Privatization of Teacher Education according to their Educational Qualification can be identified. And views of Teacher Educators of the Secondary Teacher Education towards the Privatization of Teacher Education according to their Gender (Male and Female), Educational Qualification (M.Ed. and M.Phil. and PhD.) and Educational Experience can be identified. Through this research, views of Managing Trustees of the Secondary Teacher Education towards the Privatization of Teacher Education according to their College Area (Urban and Rural) and Educational Qualification can be identified. This research will be helpful in inculcating positive views regarding Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education.

Objectives of the Study:
To study the Views on Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education by the Student-Teachers, and Principal and Teacher Educators.

Research Questions:
What is the Views on Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education according to Student Teachers, Principals and Teacher Educators?

Hypotheses of the Study:
1. There will be no significant difference between the mean values of scores of Student-Teachers, principal and Teacher Educators obtained on Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education with respect to their area, occupation, qualification and experience.

Limitation of the Study:
The study incorporate teacher education institutions imparting Education the field of secondary teacher education only except teacher education.

Population and Sample of the Study:
In the present study Student, Teachers Principal and Teacher Educators of one Secondary Teacher Education College of Sardar Patel University of Gujarat State of academic year 2018-19 were included as the universe of the study. By stratified random sampling method one Secondary Teacher Education College of Sardar Patel University of Gujarat State of academic year 2018-19 were included as the sample.
College 20 Student Teachers, 1 Principal and 20 Teacher Educators is selected as the sample through purposive sampling method. In order to attain the objectives of the problem of the research, the researcher had constructed five scales. They were Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education Scale for Student Teachers, Principal and Teacher Educators.

Data Collection:
The study is basically primary data based for which scale was used along with the personal interview. The researcher had personally visited one of the selected college for the completion of designed scales and had collected rest of the completed scales through postal correspondence.

Data Analysis:
After editing of the collected data, coding was done. For the said purpose separate sheets were used to transfer the data from the scale. Later on classification of the data was arranged into sequences and groups according to their common characteristics. In the present study, first of all data sheet was prepared from the obtained response of Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education by the Student Teachers, Principals and Teacher Educators with respective to different variables done.
With the help of NRT 2000 computer programme following was done.
2. Calculation of Mean and Standard Deviation.
3. Calculation of measures of Reliability by Cranach Alpha Method and Split Half method and

The computer programme SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science) was used to verify the hypotheses and to obtain a graphical representation of data frequency by histogram.

Results of the Study:
To convergent the study in approximate time the researcher had framed twenty research questions and sixteen hypotheses in conjecture with twenty-one objectives of the study. The main objective of the study was:
- To find out the Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education by the Student Teachers, Principals and Teacher Educators.
- To answer this main objective the researcher had formulated a research question. Which is as follow:
- What is the Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education according to Student Teachers, Principals and Teacher Educators?
- To answer this main objective and research question researcher had formulated various objectives and hypotheses.

Educational Implications:
Based on the results and findings of the study following Educational implications are recommended.
1. The Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education according to the Female Student Teachers was high than the Male student Teachers.
2. The Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education according to the Non- Reserved Student Teachers was high than the Reserved student Teachers.
3. The Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education according to the Student Teachers of Urban Colleges was high than the Student Teachers of Rural Colleges.
4. The Privatization of Secondary Teacher Education according to the Student Teachers having Expenditure below Rs. 50,000 was high than the Student Teachers having Expenditure above Rs. 50,000.
5. According to Student Teachers the most preferred ideal management was Private Trust and Government Grant.
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